Abstract. We show that the Cantorvals connected with the geometric Cantor sets are not achievement sets of any series. However many of them are attractors of IFS consisting of affine functions.
Introduction
Let (x n ) = (x 1 , x 2 , . . .) be an absolutely summable sequence, in symbols (x n ) ∈ 1 , and let
ε n x n : (ε n ) ∈ {0, 1} N denote the set of all subsums of the series ∞ n=1 x n . The set E(x n ) is called the achievement set of (x n ) (see [12] ). It is easy to see that for (x n ) = ( . Achievement sets of sequences have been considered by many authors, some results have been rediscovered several times. The following properties of sets E(x n ) were described by Kakeya in [13] in 1914:
(i) E(x n ) is a compact perfect set, (ii) If |x n | > i>n |x i | for all sufficiently large n's, then E(x n ) is homeomorphic to the Cantor set C, (iii) If |x n | ≤ i>n |x i | for all sufficiently large n's, then E(x n ) is a finite union of closed intervals. Moreover, if |x n | ≥ |x n+1 | for all but finitely many n's and E(x n ) is a finite union of closed intervals, then |x n | ≤ i>n |x i | for all but finitely many n's.
One can see that E(x n ) is finite if and only if x n = 0 for all but finite number of n's, i.e. (x n ) ∈ c 00 . Kakeya conjectured that if (x n ) ∈ 1 \ c 00 , then E(a n ) is always homeomorphic to the Cantor set C or it is a finite union of intervals. In 1980 Weinstein and Shapiro in [18] gave an example whose showed that the Kakeya hypothesis is false. Independently, the similar example was given by Ferens in [8] . In [9] Guthrie and Nymann gave a very simple example of a sequence whose achievement set is not a finite union of closed intervals but it has nonempty interior. They used the following sequence (t n ) = (
where U n denotes the union of 2
n−1 open middle thirds which are removed from the interval [0, 1] at the n-th step in the construction of the classic Cantor ternary set C. Such sets are called Cantorvals in the literature (to emphasize the similarity to the interval and to the Cantor set simultaneously). It is known that a Cantorval is such nonempty compact set in R, that it is the closure of its interior and both endpoints of any nontrivial component are accumulation points of its trivial components. Other topological characterizations of Cantorvals can be found in [5] and [14] . Let us observe that Theorem 1 states that 1 can be divided into four disjoint sets c 00 , C, J and MC, where J consists of sequences with achievement sets being finite unions of intervals, C consists of sequences (x n ) with E(x n ) homeomorphic to the Cantor set and MC consists of the sequences with achievement sets homeomorphic to the set T or equivalently to N (MC is the abbrevation of Middle-Cantorval because the structure of the achievement set should be symmetric). Algebraic and topological properties of these subsets of 1 have been recently studied in [2] . All known examples of sequences which achievement sets are Cantorvals belong to the class of multigeometric sequences. This class was deeply investigated in [12] , [6] and [1] . In particular, the achievement sets of multigeometric series and sets obtained in more general case are the attractors of the affine iterated function systems, see [1] . More information on achievement sets can be found in the surveys [5] , [15] and [16] . The aim of our paper is to show that the most known Cantorval N = [0, 1] \ n∈N U 2n = C ∪ n∈N U 2n−1 , and the other members of large class of Cantorvals connected with geometric Cantor sets are not isometric to an achievement set for any sequence (section 2) but they are attractors of iterated function system (IFS) consisting of several affine functions (section 3). It is almost obvious that any achievement set E of a summable sequence contains zero and is symmetric in the sense that there exists a number t such that if t − x ∈ E then t + x ∈ E too. It is a natural question if every set with these properties is an achievement set for some sequence. This question was posted by W. Kubiś in Lódź in 2015.In particular, in [7] the authors ask if the Cantorval N is an achievement set of any sequence.
Recently, the authors of [7] have considered the N-G-Cantorval T (defined in Theorem 1 (iii)), the Cantor set Y = ∂T and the Cantorval Z whose intervals are the gaps of T, and the gaps of Z are the intervals of T. They introduced the notion of center of distances and used it to prove that Y and Z are not achievement sets for any series. Recall that the center of distances of a metric space (X, d) is the set C(X) = {α ≥ 0 : ∀x ∈ X∃y ∈ X , such that d(x, y) = α}.
Clearly for X = E(x n ) for a sequence (x n ) of positive terms we have {x n : n ∈ N} ⊂ C(X). If we assume that N = E(x n ), we conclude by the Second Gap Lemma (Lemma 4 in the second section) that x n = 2 9 for some n ∈ N. But for x = 25 54 we observe that x ∈ N and the set {y ∈ N : |x − y| = 2 9 } = ∅. Therefore N is not an achievement set. We are not able to use this method to prove our main theorem but the result itself has a similar nature. Our result and that from [7] suggest the following: Conjecture 2. Let X be a Cantor set and Y, Z be Cantorvals with X = ∂Y = ∂Z. Then at most one set of X, Y, Z can be an achievement set.
Main results
Let us assume that (x n ) is a nonincreasing, absolutely summable sequence of positive real numbers. Denote (as in [9] , [17] , [5] ):
Of course we have
for all k ∈ N. Moreover, let r k := ∞ n=k+1 x n . By a gap in E we understand any such interval (a, b) that a ∈ E, b ∈ E and (a, b) ∩ E = ∅. The following two lemmas can be found in [5] . We provide their proofs for reader's convenience. The first is obvious.
The next observation is extracted from the proof of the crucial Lemma 4 of [17] , where it was formulated as not a quite correct claim (however the Lemma and the main result of [17] are true).
Lemma 4.
(Second Gap Lemma) Let (a, b) be a gap in E, and let p be defined by the formula p := max{n : x n ≥ b − a}. Then:
Proof. Let us observe that b ∈ F p . If not, we have b = n∈A x n , where A contains some i greater than p. Hence x i < b−a and b−x i ∈ E. Consequently we obtain the element b−x i ∈ E which belongs to the gap (a, b), contradiction. So let b = f 
For our purpose we need the following strenghtening of the Second Gap Lemma.
Lemma 5. Suppose that (a, b) is a gap in E = E(x n ) such that for any gap (a 1 , b 1 ) with b 1 < a we have b − a > b 1 − a 1 (in other words (a, b) is the longest gap from the left). Then b = x k for some k ∈ N and a = r k .
Proof. By the Second Gap Lemma b is a finite sum of terms of (x n ). Let b = x n 1 +...+x nm with
Since a ∈ E, r k ≥ a. Suppose that r k > a. Let m be the smallest number satisfying
x n is included in E and has allgaps shorter than b − a, which gives a contradiction again.
Note that for q ≥ 1/2 the achievement set E (q n ) is an interval. For q ∈ (0, 1/2) let
each of the length q n−1 (1 − 2q), removed from [0, 1] in the n-th step in C q construction, exactly as in the construction of the classic Cantor set C = C 1/3 . Now, let us divide N into two infinite sets: H and its complement H c . Consider the set
is evidently a Cantorval and it is regular in the sense that in each step of the construction we remove or we leave all the components of the set U q n . Let us observe that the Cantor set C q is the boundary of any Cantorval N H q . For H = 2N we write simply N q instead of N 2N q . Note that N = N 1/3 is the generic example of Cantorval considered by Guthrie and Nymann which was proved to be homeomorphic with T = E( In the next lemma we will consider the longest interval which is contained in the finite union of translations of N with a < q ≤ b then inf I < inf J. In the analogous way sup I might be bigger than sup(t + J). What is even more interesting, there are such q's for which sup J < inf (t + J) and J ∪ (t + J) ⊂ I -see Figure 2 . . Lemma 6. Let N H q be a regular Cantorval, 1 / ∈ H, 2 ∈ H. (i) If q ≤ 1/3 and 0 = t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t l for some l ∈ N, then the length of the longest interval contained in the union of translations
(ii) If q ∈ 1/3, √ 2 − 1 and t > 0 then the length of the longest interval contained in N such that q ∈ K 1 and inf K 1 < q, and t + 1 − q ∈ K 2 and sup K 2 < t + 1 − q. Since |K 1 | ≤ q 3 and |K 2 | ≤ q 3 , we obtain |I| < 2 |J| + 2q
Suppose now that t > |J| and remind that (
Let 0 = t 1 < t 2 < t 3 and denote by I the largest interval contained in the
if there is more then one such interval, we denote by I the right one). Denote by d the number 3(1 − 2q) + 2q 2 . If t 2 < |J| + q 2 and t 3 < t 2 + |J| + q 2 then (in the same manner as in the previous consideration) we obtain that |I| < d. If t 3 > t 2 + |J| + q 2 then I = (t 3 + J) or
. In both cases |I| < d. Finally, if t 2 > |J| + q 2 then J ∩ I = ∅ or the set t 3 + N H q "fills the gap" between J and t 2 + J, which is possible only if t 3 < (1 − q) + q 2 . In any case |I| < d.
In a similar way one can check that for any l ∈ N and 0 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t l the length of the largest interval contained in the union of translations
(ii) Note that for any q ∈ (0, 1/2) the length of I is smaller then 2 |J| + 3q 2 . Moreover, for q < √ 2 − 1, the interval J is longer then q 2 . Therefore, for such q's, |I| < 5 |J|.
(iii) Suppose now that q ≥ √ 2 − 1 > 2/5. Consequently, |J| = 1 − 2q < 1/5 and for any component K of N H q , the distance between K and a component longer than K is bigger than 2 |K|. Case 1. t ≤ |J|. We will show that sup I < (2 − 3q) + |J|
If the sequence ([a n , b n ]) is finite and [a n 0 , b n 0 ] is its last element, then sup I = b n 0 < (2 − 3q) + q |J|. If not, we have to look more closely at the structure of N H q . Since the set H is infinite, there is a gap (α, β) in N H q ∩ 0, 1 2 |J| . Moreover, there is n 0 such that |K n | < β − α for any n > n 0 . Hence
In the same manner we check that inf I > inf J − |J|. Proof. Suppose that N H q = E(x i ) for some non-increasing sequence (x i ) with positive terms. Then, by Lemma 5, we conclude that there is k ∈ N such that x k = q − q 2 and q 2 = r k .
Since the whole Cantorval N H q = F k +E k , the interval J is covered by some number of the sets
Note that x k + x k−1 ≥ 2(q − q 2 ). Therefore y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m−1 are among elements of the set
, we have a contradiction. So suppose that
. . , m − 1} be such that i∈A y i ≥ 1 − q 2 and for any B ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , m − 1} such that i∈B y i ≥ 1 − q 2 we have i∈B y i ≥ i∈A y i . Clearly |A| ≥ 2.
Take any i 0 ∈ A and put A = A \ {i 0 }. Since y i 0 < 2(q − q 2 ), then
Note that i∈A y i ∈ F k−1 . If i∈A y i = 1 − q, we have a contradiction. If the equality i∈A y i = 1 − q holds, we can take another index i 1 = i 0 instead of i 0 and we can put
, and we reach a contradiction as well.
which contradicts the assumption . We will consider separately N H q for q > 1/3 and for q ≤ 1/3. Suppose that q > 1/3. It means that m ≤ 2. The assumption that m = 1 immediately leads to a contradiction. Thus there exist exactly two elements
Therefore there are exactly two elements of the sequence (
Note that the length of the longest component of
which gives a contradiction with Lemma 6(ii). For q ≥ √ 2 − 1 we use the inequality q 2 < 1/4 and obtain a contradiction with Lemma 6(iii).
Suppose now that q ≤ 1/3 and x k = x k−1 . Then y m = x k + x k−1 = 2q − 2q 2 . First assume that n + 2 / ∈ H and put H = (H − 2) ∩ N. By Lemma 6(i) the longest interval I contained in the translations
If the left endpoint of I equals q, then the right endpoint of I is smaller than
On the other hand, the next translate
. Therefore the union of all translations cannot cover the interval [2q − 2q
, and we reach a contradiction. Note that if n + 2 ∈ H, then the estimation is even sharper. Finally, suppose that q ≤ 1/3, m ≤ 
. As before, we reach a contradiction.
Corollary 8. No regular Cantorval N
H q , with 1 / ∈ H and 2 ∈ H, is isometric to an achievement set of a sequence.
In fact, any set E isometric to the symmetric set of the form N H q is of the form E = N H q + t for some t ∈ R. If E = E (x n ) for an absolutely summable sequence (x n ), then 0 ∈ E and hence t ≤ 0. More precisely, t is the sum of all negative terms of (x n ). Then (see for example [5] ) N H q = E (|x n |) which gives the contradiction with our theorem.
Remark 9. In the previous theorem it is sufficient to assume that n − 1 ∈ H, n / ∈ H and n + 1 ∈ H for some n (instead of the assumption 1 / ∈ H and 2 ∈ H). In fact, let us consider the part N = [0, 
one is the left end of the gap which is the longest one from the left. Hence, by the assumption that N H q = E (x n ) and by Lemma 5, we have 1 = r z for some z ∈ N, and consequently N = E (x n : n > z). So we can repeat the conclusion that
The rest of the proof runs as before. It is also worth noting that if q ≤ 1/3 then we do not need any assumptions on H. Indeed, since N H q is regular, there exists n such that n / ∈ H and n + 1 ∈ H. By the inequality q ≤ 1/3 and the assumption N H q = E (x n ), we easily conclude that if q − q 2 = x k then k = p in the notation from the Second Gap Lemma (Lemma 4). Therefore, by this Lemma, we have 1 − q 2 ∈ F k and 1
. This way we get
Attractors of IFS
Let us recall that all known examples of sequences generating Cantorvals as their achievement sets, are so called multigeometric sequences. We call a sequence multigeometric if it is of the form
for some k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k m , q ∈ R. Following [6] , we denote such a sequence by (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k m ; q). It was observed in [1] , that for the multigeometric sequence (a n ) = (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k m ; q) its achievement set E is the unique compact set satisfying the equality E = Σ + qE for Σ = { m n=1 ε n k n : (ε n ) ∈ {0, 1} m }. It is equivalent to the fact that E is an attractor of the IFS consisting of functions {f σ : σ ∈ Σ} given by formulas f σ (x) = qx + σ. On the other hand, even symmetric set Σ does not need to be connected with some multigeometric sequence.
In this section we also need to briefly present the notion of IFS. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and denote by K(X) space of all nonempty compact subsets of X endowed with the Hausdorff metric H:
It turns out that (K(X), H) is complete if and only if X is complete.
Definition 10. If f 1 , ..., f n : X → X are functions with Lipschitz constants strictly smaller than 1, then the finite sequence S = (f 1 , ..., f n ) is called an iterated function system (IFS in short). If S = (f 1 , ..., f n ) is an IFS, then by F S we denote the mapping F S : K(X) → K(X) defined by:
It turns out that F S also has Lipschitz constant smaller than 1 thus, by Banach Fixed Point Theorem, it has the unique fixed point D 0 . We call it an attractor of an IFS S.
This nice idea has been deeply considered in the last 30 years (see, a.e., [11] , [10] , [4] ). Observe that (see Figure 3 ): Figure 4 We choose σ 1 such that g 1 (q) = q, and σ 2 such that g 2 (1 − q) = 1 − q. It is worth noting that ). Unfortunately, we can not say anything on the interior of E(Σ, q) in this case, • measure zero set for some sequence (q n ) decreasing to 1 13 , • a nowhere dense set for q ≤ 1 13 . For q > 1/3 the situation is more complicated.
Theorem 13. Let q ∈ (1/3, 1/2). Then the set N q is the attractor of IFS consisting of affine functions with three different ratios.
Proof. We start from the four functions f i exactly as in the proof of the previous theorem. Now we choose a positive integer n satisfying the inequality q 2n (1 − q) ≤ 1 − 2q. Then some translation of q 2n (J ∪ R) is contained in J. We choose σ 1 and σ 2 such that g i (x) = q 2n x + σ i , . Finally, let k be an integer satisfying the inequalities
Then we can cover the middle part of J by the images of J with respect to several functions h i of the form h i (x) = q 2k x + θ i , similarly as in the previous proof.
Problem 14.
In the last theorem we have used three ratios. It is the natural question if it is possible to use only one ratio. Does there exist a set N q with q > 1/3 which is the attractor of IFS consisting of affine functions with the same ratios?
